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Game Objective: 

Oh no!

 
 

 Ages: 
15 & above

You’ve been saddled with debts and find yourself in the red.  
The only way back into the black is to wise up, make better 

financial decisions, and become a ‘Debtmaster’!

To be the first to clear all Debt cards.
For every Debt card, player must use Action cards 

to remove its tokens and ‘repay’ the debt.

Players:  
2–6 players  
per set of cards

By finding and using appropriate 
‘Action’ cards, you’ll be able to 
quickly clear the tokens on your 

debts and repay them.

Debtmaster is a fun, competitive 
game where players compete, both 
fiercely and financially, to become 

the first to clear all their debt!
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Game Components:

Draw
pile

 Discard
pile 

Layout at the start
of a four-player game 

 

36 Debt cards

72 Action cards

216 tokens

20 x Token ‘1’
70 x Token ‘2’
70 x Token ‘5’
36 x Token ‘10’
20 x Token ‘20’

If you run into situations where the game rules don’t clearly answer a question 
about game play, don’t let that stop the game or slow it down. In such cases, 
come to an agreement as a group for what makes the most sense and go with 
it. (If that doesn’t work, flip a coin to decide.) Then continue with the game.
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GAME SET UP

1.  

2.

5.

6. 

3.

4.

Sort the tokens into the given denominations and place in 
the center.

Sort the cards into ‘Debt’ and ‘Action’ categories.

Shuffle the categories and place the 
Action pile face down in the center 
for easy access. 

Deal 2 Debt cards to each player and 
place the remainder of the pile face 
down in the center of the table as the 
Debt ‘draw’ pile.

All players then reveal their Debt cards face up on the 
table.

Each Debt card has a loan 
amount specific to the debt. 
Players are to take and place 
the correct number of tokens 
based on the loan amount 
specified on each Debt card. 
Display both the tokens and 
Debt cards face up.
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GAME ENDS

GAME PLAY Cards explanation: 
Next page

 

Player with the highest number of tokens 
displayed on their debts starts. After that, 
gameplay continues clockwise.

At the start of each turn, player draws an 
Action card.

Player can then choose to perform one of 
the following – use, exchange or hold.

The first player to successfully remove the 
tokens on all their Debt cards wins the 
game and title of Debtmaster. 

In the event where all players cannot use 
any more cards in their hand, the game 
ends. All players are to show the Action 
cards left in their hand. The player with 
the fewest debt tokens remaining wins. 
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Use of Action cards

CARDS EXPLANATION

•  Players can use cards on themselves or others.

•  There is no limit to the number of cards used per 
turn.

•  Player must have the type of debt/loan specified 
on any Action card in order to use it.

• Players cannot give an Action card to another 
player. It can only be used on another player and 
must be used immediately.

•  When using Action cards, player must clearly state 
which Debt cards they’re being actioned upon.

•  A maximum of 5 Action cards can be held at any 
time. All extra cards must be used on player’s turn. 
Action cards cannot be discarded until they are 
used. 
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Discarding of Action Card:   

Consequence of 
Exercising Action Card

When an Action card is used,
this will either: 

 

•  Draw another debt card. In this situation, player is to 
draw a new Debt card from the Debt pile. This will 
be added to the Debt cards that are already in play in 
front of them. Player is to place the required number 
of tokens as specified on the Debt card.

• Increase the tokens on the loan. In this situation, 
player must take the number of tokens specified 
on the Action card.

•  Decrease the tokens on the loan. In this situation, 
player must remove the number of tokens specified 
on the Action card.

Only applicable after it has been used.
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Immunity 
Action Cards

 

Exchanging Action cards: 

1

Holding Action cards: 

Immunity Action cards can only be used on player’s 
turn (and not in response to a previous turn). This 
card prevents anyone from increasing any Debts 
on player for the entire round, but player must 
discard this Action card on their next turn. 

•  Player is allowed to pass turn to the next player with 
a maximum hold of 5 cards in hand.

•  A player holding 5 Action cards is not allowed to 
draw an Action card on their turn.

• In the event where a player cannot use any of their 
5 cards in hand, they can only choose to exchange 
1 card per round.

Player selects another 
player (who cannot 
refuse) to make an 

exchange with

The exchange will 
be blind (i.e. cards 
are not revealed)

Only 1 card can
be exchanged

per turn 
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Guarantor Debt card

Debt Cards

Special Debt Cards

All players start with two Debt cards and tokens for the loan 
amount indicated on the cards.

The debt amount can only be reduced with Action cards that 
address that specific debt.  

Once the debt is cleared, keep it in front of you but turn it over to 
indicate that debt has been cleared. 

1. If player receives this 
card then they become 
the ‘Guarantor’ for the 
debt shown. It is kept in 
front of player and no 
tokens are taken for it 
until a Guarantor Action 
card is used (see 2).

3. Player can use this 
specific card to clear the 
Guarantor Debt card 
when the Guarantor 
Action card in #2 has 
not yet come into play. 
Otherwise the debt is 
only repaid in full when 
all tokens have been 
removed.

2. If player uses a 
Guarantor Action card, 
then the Guarantor 
Debt card in #1 becomes 
active and they must 
place the stated 
number of tokens on it. 
(Please Note: Only now 
can Loan Action cards 
be used).

 The Guarantor Debt card, like all other Debt cards,
needs to be cleared (i.e. face down) in order to win.  
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Getting to the end of the
stack of Action/Debt cards 

 

Clearing Debt

Flip it over

Education Debt card

If you get an Education Loan card, 
be aware that even when you have 
cleared its debt, it might just come 
in handy later on!

Debt is cleared when all tokens specific 
to the loan on the Debt card have been 
removed. In this instance, flip the cleared 
Debt card over. 

If you get through the whole stack of Action/Debt cards, 
shuffle the discarded cards to start a new pile. 


